For the Parents

Report: Daily PE  Reporter: Amy-Lea

Daily PE is a program that grade 5’s and under participate in to keep up their energy, to show team work and to regularly keep fit. The grade 6’s lead the activities to show leadership, to have responsibilities and to show that they are ready for the future. There are 12 different activities such as cross country, basketball skills, dance aerobics and movement, boot camp and more. They are all located in different places like the music room, the oval, the courts and more. There are two to four grade 6 leaders in each group.

Book presentation – Students are encouraged to take pride in the presentation of their written work, and also to be aware that different degrees of neatness may be appropriate for different tasks. They are helped to see that there is a balance between speed and legibility that is dependent on the purpose of writing. The product or the final draft of a piece of writing needs the greatest attention to handwriting skills.

* All work has a title and a date.
* Pages need margins ruled with a ruler.
* Mistakes in pencil are corrected by using a clean rubber.

Students receive a Pen Licence when they show consistent neat work presentation across all subject areas. Only a lead pencil is used in maths.

Handwriting – Students are encouraged to ensure that

- letters and numbers are clearly shaped and correctly orientated
- letters and numbers are correctly formed and of consistent size
- handwriting is fluent, joined and legible

Students will have weekly handwriting practice for homework.

These photos show student neat work presentations.

For the students – **Handwriting Due: Wednesday 17 March**

**Diorama due – Wednesday 1st April**

1. Continue working on your egg diorama. Ask for help if you need to.
2. Neatly complete Handwriting box A in your Homework book.